Ayeboovi Toss and Catch Ball Game Backyard Toy for Kids Paddle
Game with 4 Paddles and 4 Balls[Upgraded Version] Review-2021

UPGRADED AND DURABLE: We replaced the inserted paper piece of this toss game set with a
waterproof piece, which is much stronger and water resistant so that the sticky part won't come out
of the handle. The stitching part has also been strengthened with thicker strings so the stitching
won't come apart like other similar products do.
A GAME FOR A TEAM: Having fun with a team shall be a better idea than having fun alone. The
toss and catch ball game set comes with 4 paddles and 4 balls, so it will bring both kids and adults
together to make more fun and to realize more socialization.
CHEER MAKER ANYWHERE ANYTIME: Get started to have fun with our toss and catch ball game
set at home, in the park or on the beach. Grab the paddle ball set in the storage bag we prepared
for you, and enjoy the fun with your loved ones wherever you are.
BACKYARD TOY FOR KIDDOS: Thinking about a birthday gift for your kids this year? Well, you've
found a perfect one. This special paddle game set will surely bring joy and friends together for the
kiddo.
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION ASSURED: Got a problem with this item? This is how you can reach
us clicking seller nameAsk a question if you have a question or you are not satisfied with our kids
toss game set, we will get the issue taken care of asap.Toss & Catch Paddle Game Set with 4
Paddles, 4 Balls and 1 Storage Bag
Ayeboovi toss and catch game set comes with 4 paddles & 4 fuzzy balls. It's super easy to create
your own rules with your pals whether you are in the room or outside. It's great to play this toss
game on the beach, in the park or in the backyard!
Great gift for kids ages 3 and up.
Perfect for Family Activities
The interaction between parents and kids plays a very important role in kids' growth. This backyard
toss game will greatly promote your family ties.
Great Outdoor Game for Kids
Choose a sunny Saturday morning and take your kids out to enjoy this lovely game! Let's toss and
catch!
Easy and Keeps Children Entertained
No set rules for this toss game. Just grab the discs and balls and your kids will know how to begin
shortly.
The Fun Part
The fuzzy ball sticks to the surface of the catch disc easily.The adjustable strap gives space for
hands of different sizes.
Quality Is Now Better than Ever
High quality ABSWaterproof materialBuffer foam layerFirmer stitching
Your Best Kids Gift Idea
Ayeboovi toss and catch game set comes with a fancy box. It's great to be given out for birthdays,
Christmas, Hanukah, and more.
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